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ABSTRACT 

Project research and report is one of the tasks given to all student of Diploma Interior Design to be completed in given time. The 
purpose of this task is to research and analyze the selected project to be written in a report form. For this final project, student have 
chosen to proposed upgrading work of golf clubhouse for Royal Putra Golf Club at Jalan Sungai Batu Pahat, 01000 Kangar, Perlis. The 
aim of this project is to create a new ambience to the clubhouse in term of design and facilities that suits the client's identity. Since the 
clubhouse is owned by the royal, the image of the clubhouse should reflect their corporate identity where there should be an exclusive 
facilities provided and a luxuriate feel to the clubhouse. This project identifies standard requirements in term of design and facilities 
provided by a clubhouse that fits customer needs. 

This report project consist of six chapter that required student to tell about the project more detail and specific using methodology 
process. In the first chapter, student needs to introduce about the project briefly. This chapter also discuss on project's aim, objectives, 
methodology, issues, scope of project, limitation of project and significant of the project. It continues discuss more detail on the next 
chapter which about the client's background. In chapter two, discussion is more focus on client's background, corporate images and 
services. The next chapter required student to research and analyze on building structure. The research has been done thoroughly to 
identify the site analysis and building analysis which about the site potential, site location, landmarks, building history, building structure, 
finishes and mechanical and electrical features. Chapter four is a discussion about the case study that has been done by the student 
that has similar scope of work with the project proposed. Four case study need to be done by student which consist three case studies 
local and one president case study. Chapter five will tell briefly about the project such as the space requirement for the project, scope of 
work that need to be cover and such. The detail on process of the project will be discussed in chapter six, the final chapter. This chapter 
will elaborate and focused more on the process and stages in completing this project. Design criteria, design proposal, schematic design 
process, design element, final proposal and custom made furniture will be discussing more detail through this chapter. 
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PROPOSED UPGRADING OF GOLF CLUB \.Jf-
AT JALAN SUNGAI BATU PAHAT, 01000 KANGAR, PERLIS ; SZ' -

FOR ROYAL PUTRA GOLF CLUB 

CHAPTER 1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

This is an upgrading project for Royal Putra Golf Club. The purpose of this project is to give a new ambience and luxury treatment for 

client and golf player in order to be known as number one golf club in Malaysia. Upgrading means a replacement of old version to a newer 

version. This mean, the clubhouse will have a new look and identity from the old image in term of design, corporate image and facilities. 

This project will explore on how to design a space planning with standard requirement for a golf clubhouse. 

In this chapter, student will discuss on project's issue, project's aim, project's objective, research methodology, scope of work, limitation of 

project and significant of the project. This chapter briefly introduces about the project the proposed project 
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